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Introduction 
A complex space in which any additive (or mu1tiple) Cousin' s distribution has 
a solution is called a Cousin-I (or Cousin-II) complex space. In 1935 P. Thullen (12J 
showed that {(Zl， Z2) ; I zllくし IZ21くし (Zl，Z2)チ(O，O)}is not a Cousin-I domain 
but a Cousin-II domain. We shall remark in the present paper that thisexample 
possesses another important meaning. 
Letむキ b巴 thesheaf of al germs of holomorphic mappings in GL(1，C). A 
complex space X with Hl(X，む*)口ois a Cousin-II .tomplex space. Thullen's 
example shows that the converse is not generally true. More generally， a Cousin岨I
domain E in C2 with an isolated boundary point is a Cousin-II domain with Hl 
(E， 0*)チO. Moreover， under the assumption of Hl(D， Z)= 0 for the additive 
group Z of al integers， ifa dom:tin D in C' is not a Cousin-I domain， D satisfies 
Hl(D，心的チO.
1. Thullen's example of a Cousin-II domain. 
LEMMA 1. Let E 口 {Z口 (Zl，Z2，…， Zn) ; IZ11くa;IZ21く a，…， IZn!くa，(Zl， Z2) 
チ (O，O)}，E1={z; Zlチ0，zEE}， E2={z; Z2チ0，ZE E} and U={E1， Ez} for 
nと2and a> O. Then e1/Z1Z2 =t> Bl(U，む*).
PROOF. Suppose that e1/Z1Z2 E Bl(U， 0*). There exist gEHO(E1> む*)and 
hE耳O(E2，0*) such that e1/Z1Z2 = g /h in E1ηE2・g(e'U， Z2， Za，…， Zn) and h 
(Zl， eV，. Za，…， Zn) are， respectively， holomorphic and different from zero in {(u， 
Z2， Za，"'， z，.);Reuくloga，Jz21くa，Izalくa，…，IZn Iく a}and {(Zl， V， Za，"'， Z.) ; 
IZ1くa，Re Vくloga， Izalくa，…，IznIくa}.Any branches of log g(e'" ， Z2， Za，…， Z，.) 
and log h(Zl， eV， Za，…， Z，.) are uniform and holomorphic there. If we take suitable 
branches of logarithmus， we have 
log g(eU， eり， Za，…， Zρlog h(eU， eV， Za，…， Zn) =e-u-v 
in {(u， V， Za，…，Zn); Re uくloga， Re vく loga， Izalくa，…，Iz，. Iくa}. Hence we 
have 
log g(eu+2k町 ，Z2， Za，…， z，.)=log g(e'"， Z2， Za，…， Zn) 
in {(u， Z2， Za，…， Zn) ; Re uくloga，.lz21くa，IZalくa，…，Izη|くa}for any integer k 
and 
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log h(Zl， e叫 2l7Ci) Z3，'・ =logh(Zl， eヘZ3，• ・" Zn) 
in {(Zl， V， Z3γ"， Zn) ; 1 zllくa，Re Vくloga， IZ31くa，…，Izη|くa}for any integer l. 
If we put 
G(Zl， Z2γ.. zn)=log g(e 
for (Zl， Z2，…， Zn)=(e"， Z2γ Zn) EE1 and 
H(Zl， Z2， Z3，…，Zn) =log h(Zl， eV， Z3，…， Zn) 
for (Zl， Z2， Z3，… Zn)=(Z1， eV， Z3，…， Zn) EE2・ G and H are， respectively， 
uniform and holomorphic in E 1 and E 2色 Ther邑fore they are represented by 
absolutely and uniformly convεrgent series as follows ; 
+∞ 
G (Z1， Z2，'・'，Zn)=I:; gPQ(Z3， Z4，'， Zn)Zizi，gP7=O forqく O
PJq=一回
in 0く IZ1くa，I z21 <a where g pq are holomorphic functions in {(Z3， Z4，"'， Zn) ; 
IZ31<a，lz41くa，…，IZn Iく吋.
+∞ 
H (Zl， Z2，'・I:; hpq(Z3， Z4，"'， zn)ziZ~ ， hpq= 0 forρく O
p，q=一回
in 1211くa，0く IZ21くa where hpq are holomorphic functions in {(Z3， Z4，"'， Zn); 
IZ31くa，lz41くa，…， Izη|くa}. There holds 
G(Zl， Z2，…， Zn)-H(Zl， Z2，… = 1/Z1Z2 
inE1nEz・Hencewe have 
o =g-1-1-h--1-1=1. 
But this is a contradiction. Thus we have el/Z1Z2 $Bl (U，む竹.
LEMMA 2. Let D he an n勾dimensionalcomtlex sρace 三2)and /1 and f2 be 
holomOYl台hicfunctions in D such that the rank of the functional matrix (θθtk) 
=1，2;k=1，2，…， n) is 2 at some uniformizableρoint XO of A={x; f1 (X)=f2 
(x)= 0， xED} for local coordinafes t1， t2，…，tn D at xO. The幻 wehave Hl 
(G，むキ)チofor G=D-A. 
PROOF. We put G1={x;fl(X)チ0，xED} and G2={x; (:τ)ヂ 0，xED} and 
U'={G1， G2}. Suppose that H1 (G，む*)= O. Then we have Hl(日にわキ)=O. There国
fore we have e1lfd2 EB1(Uにむ*). Therεexist g EHO( G1， ~コホ) and h巴HO(G2，む*)
such that el/f1f2=g/h in 什G2・Fromthe assumption there exists呂 biholomorphic
mapping t= ，i'2，"圃，tn)=7: (x) of a neighbourhood of XO onto E=収;1 t11くa，It21 
くa，…，1tn Iく吋 suchthat it =ん(x )， t 2 = h (x) and (0， 0，…， 0 )=7: (XO). Let E1 
={t ; itポ0，tEE} and E2={t ; t2チ 0，tEE}. Then we have el1t1tz =gor-1/hor-i 
in E1打Ezfor gor-1EHO(E1，む*)and hoτ-lEHO(E2，む竹 Butthis contradicts to 
Lemma 1. Thus we have I-11(G，む竹ヂ O.
For the purpose of constructing a Cou号lil鵬Icomplex manifold G Which satishes 
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the condition of L巴mma2， we dare prove the following well-known lemma making 
use of the prolongation of analytic sets due to P.Thullen (13J. 
LEMMA 3. Let A he an (n-l) -dimensional irreducible analytic set in an 
n-dimensional Cousin-II comtlex manifold D. Let U he a subdomain of D such 
that UnAチ'&isconnected. Then E=(D-A)nU is a Cousin-II comρlex manifold. 
PROOF. Let ~={(þ，l， V，i) ; A EA} be a mu1tiple Cousin's distribution in E such 
that each t，i is holomorphic in V/. We shall prove the uniqueness of the prolonga-
tion of ~ to a subdomain W of D containing E， ifthe prolongation exists. Let 
{(P/，U包); i El} and {(i1i!l， Ui) ; i EI} be mu1tiple Cousin's distributions in W such 
that T;'Iρ，¥ and ρ/' /t，l EHO( V，¥円Ui，む*)for V，¥ nU，守品目. We consider Ui such that 
A n Ui = ，&. For any point x of Ui， there exists V，¥ containing x. Then we have 
ム'1ムグ=(t//t，l )/(T;" /T，¥ ) EHo (V，¥ n Ui，む*).
Hence we have ム'/ムゲεHO(Ui，D*). 
The set 13 of al irregular points of A is an at most (n-2)ーdimensionalanalytic 
set in D. We consider Ui such that A ηUiチ日.For any point x EUi -13， there exist， 
repsectively， subdomains W1， Wz，… andW.3x of Uil-13， Uiz-13，.. and Uis-J3 
such that A n W1 nθUチ'&and A円W1，AnWz，…andAnW. are (n-l)・dimensional
connected analytic sets in W 1， W Z ，… and W. and that An W1 n Wzヲ品目，AnWzn 
Wsチ日，… andAn W.-1円W.ヲ品目 where Uis=Ui. Since Til'lρ，/' and Ti/' /Ti/ are 
holomorphic in (W1nU)U(W1-A)， the sets of al their singularities are empty or 
(n-l)-dimensional analytic sets in W 1 • Since A is irreducible in W1， they must be 
empty. Continuing this argument， we can prove that Ti.'1みs"EHO(W.，む*).There-
fore ρ/1ム"EHO(Ui-13，む町.Since 13 is at most (n-2)・dimensional，we have T//Pi" 
EHO (Ui， D*). Thus we have proved the uniqueness of the prolongation of ~. 
Let E be the sum of al subdomains W of D with connected WnA containing E 
to which m isprolongable. From the uniqueness of the prolongation of ~ there exists 
a prolongation {(あ，Ui) ; i E:I} of ~ to E for any open covering {Ui ; iεI} of E with 
connected EnA such that each Ui Is a Cousin-II complex manifold. We sha11 prove 
that E=D. 
Suppose that E c D. N= U {x;ム(x)=0， XEU;} is a pure (n-l)・dimensional
号許 色，1
analytic set in EコD-A.From P. Thullen (13J the set of al essentia1 singularities 
of N is empty or coincides with A. Since N is ana1ytic in AnU， itis empty. 
There exists an (n -1 )・dimensionalanalytic set L in D such that LnE=N. We 
sha11 take a point XO of D nθE and an open connected neighbourhood WO of XO with 
connected E n WO n A such that there exist holomorphic functions 11， fz，…and f. in 
WO satisfying the following conditions: 
1， fz，… and f. are irreducible in each point of W O• WO n L is the union of 
irreducible sets {X;fa(X)=O，XEWo} in WO for a=l， 2，…. s. Without loss of 
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generality we may suppose that each {x; fa(X) =0， XEWonUi} is connected in WO 
n Ui for any a and i. 
We consider fa such that {x; fa(X) = 0， XEWb} <tA. We take Ui1 containing 
X1E{X ; fa(x)= 0， XEWo} -U {X;λ(X)= 0， XEWo}. We can take an integer rta 
bチa
such that Þi1/f~a is holomorphic and different from zero in some neighbourhood' W" 
s 
of X1. Then 九/f~a and f~a/九 are holomorphic in (U凶 WO一日jz;A(Z)出 0，
XEW，}) U W'. Since {x; fa(x)= 0 ， XEUi1 U WO} is connected and irreducible in 
each p州 ofU川 Wo，ρ'1/f~a and f~ゆi1 are holomorphic in UωWO一品{X;fb 
(X)= 0， XEWo}. Let X be any point of U;n{x; fa (X)= 0， XEWo} -U {X; fb 
h*α 
(X)= 0， XEWo}' There exist， respectively， subdomains W1. W2，…and W.ヨXof 
WO nUi1ー U{X;j凡(X)=O，X己WO}， W。ηUi9-U {x;五(X)=0， XEWo}，…and 
品 b;.a ・ぅta
WonUis -U {x ;fb(X)= 0， XEWo} such that W1n{x; fa(x)= 0， XEWo}， W2n 
b宇a
{X ; fa(X) = 0， XEWo}，… and W.n{x ;fa(x)=O， X己WO}are connected in W1. 
W2，… and W. and that W1nW2n{x;fa(x)=0， XEWo}ヲ.f'a， W2nW3n{X ;fa 
(X)= 0， XEWo}ヂ日，… and W.-1日防T.n{x;fa(x)=0， XEWo}チ日 whereUi =Ui. 
Since Þi2/j~a and f~a/Þi2 are holomorphic in (W2-{x; fa(x) = 0， XEWo})η(W1n 
W2)， they are holomorphic in W2・ Continuingthis argument， we can prove that 
ÞJf~aEHO(Wo ， む*). Thus we have proved the existence of an integerrta such that 
ÞJf~a is holomorphic and different from zero in each UinWO - ，U {x; h(x)= 0， X 
b手a
ε切ら}for fa with {X ; J.σ(X)= 0， XE防To}<tA.
For fa with {X; !a(X)= 0， XEWo}cA， we take Ui1 with Ui1n{X; fa(X)= 0， 
XEWo} n if，チo.'If we repeat the same argurnent as above for this Ui1， we can 
prove the existence of an integer rta such that ÞJf~a is holomoqihic and different 
from zero in each Ui n WO -U {X ; fb (X)= 0 ，XEWo} as EηWO n A is cnnected. 
b宇G
We put To= II f':a. For Ui with U; n W。チo，ρJtoand To/T; are holomorphic 
a=l 
in Uin Wo except in an at most (n-2)-dimensional analytic set U {X; fb (x)=fc 
b卒。
(X)= 0， XEUin Wo}. Therefore they are holomorphic in Uin Wo・Hencewe have 
TJρoEHO(Ui円Wo，O水).This means that {(Ti' U包); iEl} U {(あ， WO)} is a multiple 
Cousin's distribution in E U WO which is a prolongation of ~ to EU Wo• But this is 
contradictory to the definition of E. Therefore we have E=D and ~ has a prolonga-
tion ~ to D. Since D is a Cousin-II complex manifold， ~ has a solution ρin D. 
Its restriction T to E is a solution of ~. 
{)n 'fhulienis Exarnple of a COl1sin-lI Domain. ぜ、J
Let ~ニ {(m，l，v'ì);À 三A} be any l11ultiple Cousin's distribution E. If we take 
VJ. sufficiently small， m;. is represented as a quotientρょ/q;. of holol11orphic function日
ρl and q;. which are l11utually coprime in each point of V;.. 11 this case {(t，l ， V;.); 
iεA} and {(q)， ， V)，) ; A己A}are multiple Cousin's distributiolls from S. Hitotumatu 
C 5 J， Let p and q b巴 theirsolutions in E. Then t/ q is a solution of (L 
If E is a complex space with I-P(E，む竹"=0，E is a Cousin-II complex space. 
But the converse is not generally true as the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an analytic set in an n-dunensional Cousin-II 
comtlex manifold D satisfying the condition of Lemma 2. Then E=D -A is an 
exmnjうleof Cousin-II comtlex manifold with Hl(E，む*)チ O.
PROOF. We have Hl(E，む*)ヲ40from Lel11l11乱 2.We put B={x ; !1(ふ)=0， 
Z 己D}. Let Bj be irreducible components of B in D (jニ1，2，3γ・・). We put Aj= 
Bj rlA. From the proof of Lel11ma 3， we can prove by induction that any l11ultiple 
Cousin's distribution in D -U Aj is prolongable to D -U Aj for rflニ，1，2， 3，・ー.as 
jニm-f-l
B川 isirreducible in D -U Aj. Therefore any l11u1tiple Cousin's distribution in 
Jヱコ叫+1
E is prolongable in D. Since D is a Cousin目立 complex manifold， E is a Cousin -I 
complex manifold. 
We have easily 
COROLLARY. lf E is a Cousin-II domain in C2 with an isolated boundary 
toint， E is a Cousin-II domain with I-f1(E，む*)チ O.
For the sheafむ ofa1 genns of holomorphic functions， however， the author does 
not know whether there exists a Cousin-I domain E in C" (n三3)with I-F(E，む)チO
or not。
2. Domain D with IJ1( D，む竹チO.
Next we shall s巴eka sufficient condition that a Cousin-1I domain D， which is 
not a Cousin剛Idomain， satisfies Hl(D，む*)チO.Let Z be the addi ti ve group of al 
integers. 
LEMMA 4. If a domain D in Cn satisfies Hl(D，む竹=I-J:1(D，Z)ニ o(n三1)，
then we have Hl(D， 0)ニ O.
PROOF. Let m={Vょ A己A}be any open covering of D and {f，lμ A，μ(=A} be 
any element of Zl(m， 0)， that is， a 1司cocycleof m with value inむ。 Thereexists 
an op巴ncovering U={Ui ; i El} fin巴rthan m such that each Ui isan open sphere in 
D. Let p: 1→A be a projection. For brevity we put fiJ =ん(山(j)in UinUj・Then
we have {efi ; i， jEI}EZ1(孔む*). As Hl(D，むホ)=0， we have Hl(U，む*)=0 . 
Hence there exists hi己HO(Ui，む引 forany i E三1such that hJhj =efωi1 [人口Ujチ師団
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Since e旦.chUi is an open sphere，旦nybranch of log hi is holomorphic and unIform in 
Uぃ Wetake an arbitrary but fixed branch of log h; for any i ε1. We put 
rt;j =石七τ(附 i-log hjーん)
in any Ui什Ujウムo昭 Then 四 chn;j is a holomorphic function in the int巴rsectionof 
two spheres Ui and Uj and satisfies e21:¥/工1nijニ inUi円Uj. Th巴reforen;j is an 
integer and there holds {nιj ; i， jEl}EZ1(U， Z). As Hl(D， Z)= 0， we have Hl 
(U， Z) = O. Hence there exists an integer ni for any i such that 
coboundary of the 0回cochain{紙，i εI}. If we put 
fi=log hi 却下/二 ni
; i， jEI} is a 
in any Uι. Th己nwe have {fi' i EI}εCO(U，む)and {fi j ; i， j EI} is i tscoboundary. 
Thus we have proved that Hl (D，む)ニ O.
From Lemma 4 we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the assumption oj Hl(D， Z)ニ 0，if D is a domain 
in C' with Hl(D，む)チ 0，then D satisfies Hl(D，む*)ヂ O。
Thullen's ex旦mpleis not a Cousin-I domain but a Cousin-II domain in C2 with 
Hl(D， Z)= O. Hence it is an example of Cousin司 ndom羽nwith Hl(D，む竹デ 0，
from Proposi tion 2， too. More g邑neral1ywe have 
COROLLARY. E is not a domain of holomorPhy but a Cousin-H domain 
in C2 with I-I1(E， Z)= 0， E is a Cousin-II do仰 ainwith Hl(E，むキ)ポ O.
3. Intersection of Cou8in同 ndomains. 
In the previous paper C 6]， we have proved that for any n三3there exist Cousin-
1 domains D1 and Dz in C' such th乱tD1 n Dz i8 not呂 Cousin幽1domain. Moreover， 
in the previous paper (8)， we have proved th乱ta domain D in Stein manifold M 
with a smooth boundarγis holomorphicaUy convex if and only if D ηG 1S a Cousin-
1 open set for any holomorphically convex subdomain G of M. Wεshall remark that 
an intersection of two Cousin-II dom呂ins1S not necessarily a Cousin -n open set 
By P. Cousin ( 2] and K. Oka (lO) it is weH known that a polycylinder in C' 
Is a Cousin国Idomain if each component is simply connected except one. 
LEMMA 5. Let Bl be a relatively compact subdomains in a Riemann surface 
whose ooundary consists finiiely many curves and 1うointsand B2 be 
Stein manifold contract品leto a point. Then 1-I1(D，む竹=0 jor D=B1)くB2・
PROOF. Ther，己 existssimply connected subdomains Bl' and Bゾ ofBl such that 
each connected component of BピnBゾ issimply connected and Bニ BピUBゾ.We 
put D'=BピxB2 and D"=B1"xB2・ FromRiemann's mapping theorem， D' and 
Dゲ areStein manifolds contractible to a point. Hence from H. Grauert C 3) we 
have Hl(Dにむ*)ニHl(D"，む*)=O. We consider an open covering U={D'， D勺 of
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D. Then we have Hl(D， .0引ご Hl(U，むホ).
Let F be any element of H" (D'日D"，む*). Since each connected cornponent of 
D'日Dゲ issimply connected， log F is uniform and holomorphic in D'什D"for any 
branch of logarithmus. Since Hl(U，む)= 0， ther巴 existg EHo (D'， .0) and h EHo 
(Dペむ)such that log F=g-h in D'什D". If we put G=egEHo (D'，む引 andH= 
ehEHO (Dペむ竹， th巴reholds F=G/H in D'円Dゲ. Thus we have prov巴dthat Hl(D， 
む*)=Hl(U，むネ)=O. 
Let 
D1 ={Z=Zl， Z2，"'， z，) ; 1/2くIZ1ぐ 2，IZ21く2，IZ31く2，…，¥z" ¥く2}
ancl 
D2={z; ¥zlく2，1/2く IZ2¥く2，IZ3¥く2，…，¥z" ¥く2}.
for n三2. From Lemma 5 D1 and D2 are Cousin-II clomains. But their intersection 
D1ηD2={(Zl， Z2) ; 1/2く IZ1¥く2，1/2く ¥Z2¥くりX{(Z3， Z4，…，Z/l); ¥z3¥<2， 
IZ41く2，…， IZ/l¥く2}
is not a Cousin-II domain as the first component of the righthand side of the above 
equation is not a Cousin-I clomain from T. H. Gronwall C 4 ).K. Oka (10) gave a 
similar example as T. H. Gronwall C 4 ).
PROPOSITION 3. For any n三2there exist Cousin-II domains D1 and D2 in 
c.' such that Dl nD2 is not a Cousin-II domain. 
It is more interesting to prove Proposition 3 for D1 ilD2 with vanishing funcla司
mental group. We call a complex manifolcl simρly connected if its funclamental 
group π1 vanishes. 
4. Sums of Cousil1向IIdomail1s wl1icl1 ul1ite themse~ves. 
It is equivalent to the Levi problem that the sum D1 U D2 of clomains of 11010町
morphy D1 and D2， which unite themselves， that is， which satisfies D1-D1円D2n
D2-Dl円D2=回， is also a domain of holomorphy. In this way the L邑viproblem is 
affirmatively solvecl by H. J. Bremermann C 1 ]， F. Norguet C 9) and K. Oka (11 J. 
In th巴 previouspaper (6 J we have remarked the existence of an rトdimensional
complex manifolcl D which is a sum of sllbclomains D1 and D2 with the following 
properties for n三3;Dl ancl D2 are Stein manifolcls which unite themselves. There-
fore Hl(Dl' む)=Hl(D2' む) = O. D is not， however乙， a Couお悶s討i出n-Icomplex man凶lはifold仁l 
and therefore Hl汽(D1UD2，む)7斤ム O. It is more int巴restingif this is solv巴clfor a 
clomain in C'人
Concerning the Cousin-II problem， however， we can make a similar example in 
C".羽Teput 
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D={Z=(Zl， Z2，…， Zつ;1/2く IZ1く2，1/2く IZ21く2，IZ31く2，IZ41く2，…，IZnIく2}，
D1={z; 1m Zl>ー 1/4，ZED}and D2={z;lm Zlく1/4，zED}. 
Then Hl(Dl' O*)=Hl(D2，む*)=0 from Lemma 5. 
Dl and D2 unite themselves and D=Dl U D2・FromT. H. Gronwall (4)， however， 
D is not a ConsirトIIdomain. Hence we have Hl(D，む竹井O.
PROPOSITION 4. For n?2 there exist relatively com.ρact domains D1 and 
D2 in C' with the following properties ; 
(1) Hl(D1，O*)口 Hl(D2'むネ)=0 (therefore D1 and D2 are Cousin-II domains). 
(め D1and D2 unite themselves. 。)D1 U D2 is not a Cousin-II domain (therefore Hl(Dl U D2'む*)許0).
The above domain D1 UD2 is a domain which is locally a Cousin-II domain. 
Therefore Proposition 4 gives a negative answer for the Levi problem for Cousin-II 
problems. It is more interesting to prove Proposition 4 for simply connected Dl U D2・
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